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INTRODUCTION
The Static Memory Controller (SMC) in the LH7A400,
LH7A404, LH794xx, and LH79520 MCUs was designed
to efficiently interface with static memory and flash
devices. To minimize power consumption, the SMC
changes the fewest number of control lines that will allow
correct memory accesses. The timing of the control signals works very well for accessing memory devices.
However, certain custom I/O devices may require careful consideration in order to allow seamless operation
with the SMC.

STATIC MEMORY SIGNAL TIMING
During write access to a device that is connected to
the Static Memory Controller, one of the active LOW
Chip Select signals (nCSx, x = 0, 1, 2…6) goes LOW
about one bus clock cycle after the address is presented on the address bus. At about the same time, the
write enable strobe (nWE) goes LOW. Figure 1 shows
a representative timing of this transaction, in this case
the LH7A404. Timing for other MCUs may be slightly
different; consult the product Data Sheet for the particular chip of interest.
During read access from a device that is connected
to the SMC, one nCSx goes LOW about the same time
the address becomes valid. The read enable strobe
(nOE) also goes LOW at about the same time: the loading on each signal and delays inside the chip determine
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which signal goes active first. The chip design guarantees that one nCSx and one of nOE or nWE signals will
go active during the same bus clock cycle. It is possible
that the data strobe signals could go active before
nCSx goes active. During Reads, it is possible for nOE
to go active before the address is stable or the Chip
Select is LOW. All NXP MCU data sheets show this
timing explicitly, but details such as this are often easy
to miss.
If your external I/O device has timing requirements
on nCSx versus the falling edge of nOE or nWE (for
example, to latch the address and Chip Select status
on the falling edge of a data strobe), you must take care
to make sure that your device gates nOE and nWE with
nCSx. Furthermore, you must make sure your gate circuit provides enough setup time for your address
latches to work. The sample circuits in Figure 2 through
Figure 4 allow additional delay between nCSx and
nOE. More gates may be added as needed. The circuit
in Figure 4 also allows for the adjustment of CLKOUT
to meet timing requirements.
Optionally, the PCMCIA interface may be used
instead of the SMC interface. The PCMCIA interface
guarantees Chip Select and read strobe signals for
each access and allows fine-tuning of signal timing
relationships. The PCMCIA has a 16-bit data size
limitation.
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Figure 1. Static Memory Write
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Figure 2. Delay Using Gates
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Figure 3. Delay Using RC Time Constant
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Figure 4. Delay Using Flip-flops

CHIP SELECT (nCSx) STAYS ACTIVE
Once the SMC asserts one of the nCSx signals for
either a Read or Write, it may keep that signal asserted
until another device is addressed, the bus state transitions from Read to Write or Write to Read, or the external bus goes inactive.
Although an SMC-generated Chip Select can normally be deasserted by accessing another device or
chip region, such as internal SRAM or SDRAM, many
factors such as cache, write buffering, Direct Memory
Access (DMA), or processor instructions may occur
that keep the Chip Select asserted across multiple
accesses. When this type of access occurs, more than
one transfer operation will occur for a single Chip
Select assertion cycle as show in Figure 5, where three
read accesses are performed in one Chip Select cycle.
If your I/O device requires nCSx to deassert in order to
advance a state machine, then your software driver must
guarantee nCS will deassert before the next access.
Code executing from cache or internal SRAM which polls
or performs multiple read operations from an SMC memory region assigned to a single nCSx, or processor multiword transfer operations (LDM, STM), are examples of
operations that will perform multiple accesses in a single
Chip Select cycle and prevent nCSx from deasserting.
The only way to guarantee that a Chip Select cycle
will deassert on consecutive access cycles is to access
another uncached SMC Chip Select prior to the next
access cycle. This forces the current Chip Select to
deassert and then reassert on the next access.
The pseudo-code below shows several examples of
sequences that will not guarantee Chip Select cycle
deassertion:
/* Example 1: Chip Select will not toggle
This example copies data from the SMC chip
select 1 to SDRAM. It uses the memmove()
function, which will most likely use the
processor LDM/STM instructions. The Chip
Select will stay asserted for this code. */
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memmove(sdram_buffer, cs1_buffer, 128);
/* Example 2: Chip Select is not guaranteed
to toggle
This example copies data from the SMC Chip
Select 1 to SDRAM. It uses a tightly packed
loop to transfer the data and may or may
not be running from cache. The Chip Select
may stay asserted for this code. */
int *sdram_buffer, *cs1_buffer;
sdram_buffer = (int *) 0xC0010000;
cs1_buffer = (int *) 0x10001000;
for (i = 0; i < (128 / 4); i++) {
*sdram_buffer = *cs1_buffer;
sdram_buffer++;
cs1_buffer++;
}

The following pseudo-code shows an example of
what to do if Chip Select deassertion is required:
/* Example 3: Chip Select is guaranteed to
toggle
This example copies data from the SMC Chip
Select 1 to SDRAM. It uses a tightly packed
loop to transfer the data and may or may
not be running from cache. Unlike example
2, a dummy read to Chip Select 2 is performed after each read of chip select,
which will force the Chip Select 1 to deassert between accesses. */
volatile int temp, *cs2_buffer;
int *sdram_buffer, *cs1_buffer;
sdram_buffer = (int *) 0xC0010000;
cs1_buffer = (int *) 0x10001000;
cs2_buffer = (volatile int *) 0x20000000;
for (i = 0; i < (128 / 4); i++) {
*sdram_buffer = *cs1_buffer;
temp = *cs2_buffer;
sdram_buffer++;
cs1_buffer++;
}
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OUTPUT ENABLE (nOE) STAYS ACTIVE
If the SMC performs a series of read accesses from
an area in static memory that is controlled by a single
Chip Select signal, nCSx, and the nCSx signal stays
asserted, then the nOE also stays asserted. Figure 6
shows this sequence for multiple Read and Write
accesses inside a Single Chip select access cycle. If
the address changes during sequential accesses but
stays within the memory bank, only the address lines
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will change. Both nCSx and nOE will remain asserted
during multiple Read accesses. nWE will toggle across
multiple Write accesses as shown in Figure 6.
If your I/O device relies on nOE to deassert to
advance a state machine, then your software driver
must guarantee nOE will deassert before the next
access. The methods of forcing nOE to toggle are the
same as the methods for nCSx and the examples in the
Chip Select explanation also apply to nOE.
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Figure 5. Static Memory Reads From the nCSx Domain Followed by a Read From the nCSy Domain
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Figure 6. Static Memory Read With Multiple Reads From the nCSx Domain
Followed by Multiple Writes From the Same Domain
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USING PCMCIA TO GUARANTEE CHIP
SELECT AND READ STROBE TIMING
If static memory signal timing and guaranteed Chip
Select and Read strobes are very important, it may be
better to use the PCMCIA interface for the device. The
PCMCIA guarantees ISA-like timing to devices with
data widths of 8- and 16-bits. Unlike the normal SMC
interfaces of Chip Selects 0 - 3, 6, and 7, the PCMCIA
interface allows configuration of chip select to Read
and Writing timing, access hold timing, and bus release
timing. Chip Select and Read signals are guaranteed
on this bus for all operation types, including cached
code execution and processor LDM/STM instructions.
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Using the PCMCIA bus may require some external
logic such as pull-ups or additional bus decoding. Since
the PCMCIA bus isn’t initialized on chip reset and most
PCMCIA control signals are floating, care must be
taken so that signals for the PCMCIA bus are in known
states until the PCMCIA bus is initialized. This requires
a minimum of 3 external pull-up resistors, but may be a
small trade-off when guaranteed timing is needed.
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ANNEX A: Disclaimers (11)
1. t001dis100.fm: General (DS, AN, UM, errata)
General — Information in this document is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, NXP
Semiconductors does not give any representations or warranties, expressed or implied, as to the
accuracy or completeness of such information and shall have no liability for the consequences of
use of such information.
2. t001dis101.fm: Right to make changes (DS, AN, UM, errata)
Right to make changes — NXP Semiconductors reserves the right to make changes to
information published in this document, including without limitation specifications and product
descriptions, at any time and without notice. This document supersedes and replaces all
information supplied prior to the publication hereof.
3. t001dis102.fm: Suitability for use (DS, AN, UM, errata)
Suitability for use — NXP Semiconductors products are not designed, authorized or warranted
to be suitable for use in medical, military, aircraft, space or life support equipment, nor in
applications where failure or malfunction of a NXP Semiconductors product can reasonably be
expected to result in personal injury, death or severe property or environmental damage. NXP
Semiconductors accepts no liability for inclusion and/or use of NXP Semiconductors products in
such equipment or applications and therefore such inclusion and/or use is at the customer’s own
risk.
4. t001dis103.fm: Applications (DS, AN, UM, errata)
Applications — Applications that are described herein for any of these products are for
illustrative purposes only. NXP Semiconductors makes no representation or warranty that such
applications will be suitable for the specified use without further testing or modification.
5. t001dis104.fm: Limiting values (DS)
Limiting values — Stress above one or more limiting values (as defined in the Absolute
Maximum Ratings System of IEC 60134) may cause permanent damage to the device. Limiting
values are stress ratings only and operation of the device at these or any other conditions above
those given in the Characteristics sections of this document is not implied. Exposure to limiting
values for extended periods may affect device reliability.
6. t001dis105.fm: Terms and conditions of sale (DS)
Terms and conditions of sale — NXP Semiconductors products are sold subject to the general
terms and conditions of commercial sale, as published at http://www.nxp.com/profile/terms,
including those pertaining to warranty, intellectual property rights infringement and limitation of
liability, unless explicitly otherwise agreed to in writing by NXP Semiconductors. In case of any
inconsistency or conflict between information in this document and such terms and conditions, the
latter will prevail.

7. t001dis106.fm: No offer to sell or license (DS)
No offer to sell or license — Nothing in this document may be interpreted or construed as an
offer to sell products that is open for acceptance or the grant, conveyance or implication of any
license under any copyrights, patents or other industrial or intellectual property rights.
8. t001dis107.fm: Hazardous voltage (DS, AN, UM, errata; if applicable)
Hazardous voltage — Although basic supply voltages of the product may be much lower, circuit
voltages up to 60 V may appear when operating this product, depending on settings and
application. Customers incorporating or otherwise using these products in applications where
such high voltages may appear during operation, assembly, test etc. of such application, do so at
their own risk. Customers agree to fully indemnify NXP Semiconductors for any damages
resulting from or in connection with such high voltages. Furthermore, customers are drawn to
safety standards (IEC 950, EN 60 950, CENELEC, ISO, etc.) and other (legal) requirements
applying to such high voltages.
9. t001dis108.2.fm: Bare die (DS; if applicable)
Bare die (if applicable) — Products indicated as Bare Die are subject to separate specifications
and are not tested in accordance with standard testing procedures. Product warranties and
guarantees as stated in this document are not applicable to Bare Die Products unless such
warranties and guarantees are explicitly stated in a valid separate agreement entered into by
NXP Semiconductors and customer.
10. t001dis109.fm: AEC unqualified products (DS, AN, UM, errata; if applicable)
AEC unqualified products — This product has not been qualified to the appropriate Automotive
Electronics Council (AEC) standard Q100 or Q101 and should not be used in automotive critical
applications, including but not limited to applications where failure or malfunction of an NXP
Semiconductors product can reasonably be expected to result in personal injury, death or severe
property or environmental damage. NXP Semiconductors accepts no liability for inclusion and/or
use of NXP Semiconductors products in such equipment or applications and therefore such
inclusion and/or use is for the customer’s own risk.
11. t001dis110.fm: Suitability for use in automotive applications only (DS, AN, UM, errata;
if applicable)
Suitability for use in automotive applications only — This NXP Semiconductors product has
been developed for use in automotive applications only. The product is not designed, authorized
or warranted to be suitable for any other use, including medical, military, aircraft, space or life
support equipment, nor in applications where failure or malfunction of an NXP Semiconductors
product can reasonably be expected to result in personal injury, death or severe property or
environmental damage. NXP Semiconductors accepts no liability for inclusion and/or use of NXP
Semiconductors products in such equipment or applications and therefore such inclusion and/or
use is at the customer’s own risk.

